Cheung Chau Government Secondary School
Half-yearly Examination 2020/2021
S5 English Language
Paper 1 Reading - 1 hour 30 minutes
Part A (Compulsory)
Part B1 (Easy Section)
Part B2 (Difficult Section)
There are two parts in this paper. Answer ALL questions in Part A. In Part B, you should choose
EITHER B1(easier) OR B2 (more difficult). Students who attempt Part A and Part B1 will be able to get
a maximum of 48 out of 60 marks. Students who attempt Part A and Part B2 will be able to get a
maximum of 60 out of 60 marks.

Vocabulary
Part A: a passage about the libraries nowadays
communities

infrastructure

to rethink their mission

offer access to

reluctant

to make adjustments to

to browse and stream

potential demise

multimedia content
still considered

many essential aspects

search engines

Underprivileged

precious

of life

trapped in a vicious

Wi-Fi hotspot device

provision of books

to straddle the line

contribute to human

intrinsic purposes

a superfluous thing

to summarize

globalized

people

cycle
a therapy dog

flourishing
benefits and
drawbacks

writing a resume

Part B1: 2 passages about how to spread information and knowledge
a real challenge

widely available

resourceful

the countryside

expanding

have been roaming around

burden

to offer deliveries

has international appeal

several metropolitan areas

vending

accessible at all

machines

hours

symbolic

instruction

destruction

a boat that prowls the water

coastal

to enforce

of

communities

the policies were relaxed

to come and go with ease

barrier

single-entry visas

reunions between parents and scrutiny

the challenge posed

children

by…

an actual armoured
military vehicle
to donate

what do they have in

the writer’s overall opinion

common
an existing regular library

in quotation

a travel ban

mountainous terrain

marks
purpose

wealthy donors

displeased

Part B2: about books being destroyed in human history.
undermine

the victors

righteous

accounts of events

official records

Catholic authorities

specific word choices

derived from

commoners

the interpretation of the text smuggled

endorsed by the king

devastating

the process of conquering unacceptable

mysterious

the Spaniards

seize

genocides

an entire ethnic group

pacifist

an act of censorship

displeasure

condemn

recoil

within a limited context a longstanding practice

suppress

Paper 2 Writing
Date: 5.1.2021

Time: 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (2 hrs)

Max. Marks: 75

1. All students must attempt Part A and choose one question out of four to attempt for Part B.

Part A (30 marks)
For question 1, write an email in about 170 words.

Part B (45 marks)
Write about 300 words on ONE of the following topics and formats:
Writing formats include:
⚫ Email (formal)
⚫ Story
⚫ Review
⚫ Article
Writing topics include:
⚫ A sporting activity
⚫ Hotel service
⚫
⚫

Entertainment (e.g. film, music)
Imaginary situation

Paper 3 Listening and Integrated Skills
1. Vocabulary
Use the correct form of the following vocabulary and pay attention to parts of speech, number agreement
and tense agreement.
ankle

flu

injuries

marathon

route

scenery

atmosphere

skiing

vital

endurance

traditional

adventure

opportunity

comfort zone

inspired

technology

disconnected

quality

emotional

ultramarathon

athletics

trail

interview

channels

sponsorship

sponsors

universe

medals

ambassadors

victories

biography

transcript

2. Text-types for integrated tasks
⚫ Registration form
⚫ Short biography
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Email
Report
Summary
Letter of reply

Paper 4 Speaking

General Instructions
This paper consists of only Individual Response:
Time
: approx. 22 mins per student
Max Marks : 30
Instructions:
Each time a candidate will be given 10 minutes to read a short passage. He/she may make
notes on the notecard provided. The examiner will then ask him/her one question. The
candidate will have one minute to respond to that question. He/she can refer to the notes
written. The above will be conducted 2 times so each candidate will have to answer 2
questions in total.
Candidates will be assessed on their:
1. pronunciation and delivery
2. communication strategies
3. vocabulary and language patterns
4. ideas and organization
Reading materials to prepare for this paper:
Extract 1

Extract 2

Extract 3

Extract 4

